We observe a sequence of test statistics 9~ = (T lt T 2 ,..., 7}), each of which is approximately N(0,1) under the null hypothesis H o , but which are correlated with each other. Not being certain which 7} is best, we use the test statistic 7^ = maxfTj, T 2 ,...,Tj}. For a given observed value of 7^, say c, what is the significance probability pr(7^i ax > c)? Define the length of 9~ to be E'^arccos^-jj), where Pj-ij is the null hypothesis correlation between 7}_j and 7}. Hotelling's theorem on the volume of tubes leads to a length-based bound on pr(7J nax > c) that usually beats the Bonferroni bound. It is easy to improve Hotelling's bound. Several examples show that in favourable circumstances the improved bounds can be good approximations to the actual value of pr(7^n mx > c).
but they are mutually correlated. Not being certain which 7} is best to use, we compute the maximum value 7^ = max {T lt T 2 ,... ,Tj}, observing say that 7^ = c. What significance level are we entitled to claim? In other words, what is p^T^ > c) under the null hypothesis?
The Bonferroni bound, as in Miller (1981, p. 8) , is
where The point of this paper is that substantially better bounds can be obtained by combining geometrical considerations with some knowledge of the null hypothesis correlations among the Tj. Hotelling's work on the volume of spherical tubes, as summarised in Johansen & Johnstone (1990) and in Knowles & Siegmund (1989) , suggests the main results. The work here also connects with a line of combinatorial improvements on the Bonferroni bound: Hunter (1976) , Worsley (1982) , Hoppe (1985) and Tomescu (1984) . A breakthrough in the combinatorial theory was achieved by Naiman & Wynn (1992) who used
Euler characteristics and Voronoi diagrams to compute exact identities for many situations. They have extended their results in an unpublished preprint entitled 'Abstract tubes and improved inclusion-exclusion identities and inequalities'. Define the length L of & to be L== £ arccos(p,),
where pj is the null hypothesis correlation between T}_j and 7},
PJ = COT(TJ. 1 ,TJ).
The following theorem was developed by Knowles in his 1987 Stanford dissertation, based on the work of Naiman (1986) and HoteUing (1939) , and also appears in Davies (1977) . (5) In If the correlations pj are large then L is small and (5) will be a better bound than (2). McCann & Edwards (1996) use L in ways similar to this paper, focusing on multiple comparison problems which are more difficult than the examples we will consider.
Hotelling's original work and most of the subsequent developments concern continuous families 9~ rather than the finite discrete sequences of this paper. The theorem is easier to understand and to improve upon in the discrete setting. Here is one of the improvements developed in § 2, called the W formula' for geometric reasons.
W formula. We have pr(T mM > c) ^m + He) t °( CL^}~* ,
where L } = arccos(p,).
An example of the use of the length theorem appears in Petrosian & Efron (1995) . Two hundred and sixty gamma-ray bursts were observed in the inaugural year of the BATSE satellite instrument. The fcth burst occurred at time t k and had angular location s k -(longitude, latitude) t on the celestial sphere. We wish to test the null hypothesis H o of no time-space clustering, the alternative hypothesis being that bursts tend to occur on the celestial sphere near to their immediate predecessors.
A = 2-59? The Bonferroni bound (2) gives >c)<O0048 x 11 = 00530. Table 1 also shows the null hypothesis correlations pj from (4), and the individual lengths Lj = arccos(pj). These correlations are easy to obtain from the same type of Mantel-Haenszel calculations that provide the variance V k {d). The total length (3) of the test sequence is L = 604. Use of the length theorem (5) gives pr(7J nax >c)<0-0386, only 73% as large as the Bonferroni bound. The W formula (6) further reduces this factor to 66%, pr(T m « x > c) ^0-0348. More elaborate calculations in § 2 suggest that 00348 is close to the true null hypothesis value of prCI^ > c).
The methods of this paper are crude compared to the exact computations in Naiman & Wynn (1992) . They are intended to give quick bounds that are reasonably accurate in situations like the gamma-ray example, where a correlated family of approximately normal test statistics has an obvious ordering.
Section 3 gives four more examples of these bounds in action, illustrating their limitations as well as their advantages. Section 4 extends the method to the approximation of The extended bound is applied to the O'Brien-Fleming multiple test procedure for clinical trials.
THE LENGTH THEOREM AND SOME IMPROVEMENTS
It is easy to prove the length theorem in the discrete setting (1) of this paper, and also to improve upon it. We begin with the case J = 2, where we observe test statistics T t and 
In terms of the vector Z,Ejisa half space with boundary perpendicular to y } , intersecting the ray Rj'= {xy } , x > 0} at distance c from the origin.
The event of interest {7^,, > c} equals E X \JE 2 . Figure 1 (a) shows that we can decompose {TJOMX > c ) mto 3 disjoint sets, where A t and A 2 are quadrants bounded by i?i and R 2 respectively, and B is a VF-shaped region lying between R t and R 2 . Notice that pr(^j) = pr(^2) = ^(c)/2, so pr(T max >c) = %) + pr(5).
The W-shaped region B is contained in B', the portion of the disc-complement {|| Z || > c} lying between R 1 and R 2 . Thus , L
2K'
(11)
The probability e ^^(L/ln) for B' is obtained by expressing Z in polar coordinates, since \\Z\\ 2 has a ^ distribution independent of the uniformly distributed direction vector Z/||Z||. Combining (10) and (11) as illustrated in Fig. l(b) . The intersection E 1 E 2 is the 'innovation event' that Tj fails to exceed c but T 2 does, {Ti ^ c and T 2 >c}. Since pr(£i) = <D(c) we havê j) = pr(£ t u£ 2 ) -pr(£ x ) = 4(c) + pr(fl) -«(c)
Returning to situation (1) where we observe J test statistics, we have
Here Ej and £y are as denned in (8 
A better bound, which we will call the two-point formula, is given by
Each of the last J -1 terms is bounded by e'^^iLj/ln) as in (13), where L } = arccos{cor(T)_ 1 , T})}, so which is the length theorem. Hunter (1976) and Worsley (1985) develop more ambitious two-point formulae applicable to situations where the events £ x , E 2 ,..., Ej do not have an obvious ordering.
The two-point formula (16) is an improvement on the length theorem, and unlike the length theorem it is always an improvement on the Bonferroni bound (15). The improvement gets bigger when c and L are large, since then the difference between pr(£j_j£j) and the bound e'^^Lj/ln is bigger. This can be visualised in Fig. 1 as the difference between the probabilities of B and B'.
The terms pr(£y_!£y) in (16) can be conveniently evaluated by numerically integrating the formula
which is obtained by expressing the distribution of Z in polar coordinates. Since 2 , (17) gives
« -«0 .
Using this approximation in (16) gives the W-formula (6). The W-formula is more convenient than the two-point formula, and in most circumstances gives a bound only a few percent bigger. In the gamma-ray example it gives bound 0-0348 compared to 0-0346 from the two-point formula.
The two-point formula (16) equals pr(7^n ix > c) if £;-i£/ = £ t £ 2 ... £/-i£/ for all j. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2 using the representation 7} = y'jZ for Z ~ N,(0, /), the y i being unit vectors having successive inner products yj_ 1 y^ = py. In order for the two-point formula to be exact we need that £ 2 £ 3 does not intersect E u that £ 3 £ 4 does not intersect £^£2, etc. This will be true in the 'one-dimensional case' where the vectors Vi> y2> 73. The main point is that we can expect the two-point formula to give a good estimate of pr(7^n ax > c) if the family 9~ of test statistics is close to being one-dimensional. The gamma-ray example, where the test statistics T(d } ) are functions of a single ordered parameter d, is a natural candidate for one-dimensionality. Scheffe-and Tukey-type multiple comparisons are inherently multidimensional and require multidimensional versions of Hotelling's formula, as in Naiman (1990) and Naiman & Wynn (1992) .
We can improve on (16) by the three-point formula c) < pr(£j) + pr(£\£ 2 ) + pr^fi^) (Hoppe, 1985; Worsley, 1985; Tomescu, 1984) . All the terms in (19) except the first two require two-dimensional numerical integration, but this is perfectly feasible even on a modest computer. They also require knowledge of the null hypothesis correlations cor(T}_ 2 , Tj) as well as cor(7}_ l5 7}), which in most cases are straightforward to compute. In applications like the gamma-ray example the test statistics are only approximately normal. The three-point formula assumes trivariate normality for (7}_ 2 , 7}_ 1( Tj) compared to the less stringent bivariate normality required for the two-point formula. Table 2 shows the application of all five bounds, Bonferroni, Length, W, Two-point and Three-point, to the gamma-ray data. The ;th row of Table 2 gives the five estimates of the innovation probabilities 2 ... EJ-LEJ) = pr(71, T 2 , T 3 ,..., 7}^ < c and 7} > c), with c = 2-59. The two-point and three-point entries were calculated using numerical integration, as in (18). We see that the three-point formula is only a small improvement over the W or two-point formulae. All five bounds rely on the central limit theorem, though in varying degrees. Bonferroni's bound uses only one-dimensional normality; the length W, and two-point formulae use bivariate normality; and the three-point formula depends on trivariate normal integrals.
A referee has added an important comment:
'Naiman and Wynn's results of 1992 show that the original ordering of the test statistics, by 'days' here, may not yield optimal bounds. The 3-point limit can sometimes be lowered by using 3 points other than three successive neighbors from the original ordering. Roughly speaking, this happens if the family of tests grossly deviates from the one-dimensional situation of Figure 2 . Famines that are inherently higher-dimensional, like the multiple testing problems in Section 5 of Naiman and Wynn, are not good candidates for this paper. In our examples, correlations p tJ decrease as j moves further away from i (see Figure 4) . This makes the 2-point and 3-point bounds more plausible, and seems to preclude improving them by using non-successive points.' 
t y being a student's t variate with v degrees of freedom, as in Naiman (1986) and Johansen & Johnstone (1990, § 2E) . Bohrer & Francis (1972a, b) use this idea and similar pictures, to improve on traditional simultaneous confidence bounds for linear regressions.
EXAMPLES AND SIMULATIONS
We consider some further applications of the length bounds, beginning with a simple case where the bounds have been checked by Monte Carlo simulations. The null hypothesis correlations are calculated from familiar binomial considerations, for J from 1 t0 9 < 'Actual', based on 40 000 simulations; cut-off c = 2-33, so pr(7} > c)^O01 for all j. Bounds and actual probability for J = 9, the largest test sequence are: Bonferroni, O090; Length, 0069; Two-point and W, O063; Three-point, 0060; 'Actual', O057.
so it is easy to apply the length theorem and its improvements. Figure 3 shows results for the test sequence 9~ having h -----'~10'10'10"'10" Nine increasing choices of &~ are considered, for 3 = 1 to 9. The cut-off value is c = 2-33, so pr(T}> c)==0-01 for all values of j. Figure 3 shows the Bonferroni, Length, Two-point and Three-point bounds for pr(7J nax > c). The W-formula (16) nearly equals the Two-point bound in these cases. Also shown as 'Actual' are Monte Carlo estimates of pr(7J nax > c) based on 40 000 simulations of the normal model &~ ~Nj{0, (j>jk)}, with p^ as in (20) . For the largest test sequence, with J = 9, the length L from (3) equals 5-60, giving Length bound 0-069 from (5), compared with the Bonferroni bound 0-09, the Two-point and W formula bound 0063, the Three-point bound 0-060, and the actual value 0057 for P r (^max > 2-33). The corresponding values for J = 6 are 0-060 for Bonferroni, 0-046 for Length, 0043 for W, 0041 for Three-point, and 0-039 for Actual.
Example 2: Two-sample problem. Miller & Siegmund (1982) where a i is a threshold value, and P lt P 2 and P are the empirical distribution functions of the first, second and combined samples respectively. The two-sided test statistic Tj, which is what Miller & Siegmund actually consider, is the usual chi-squared statistic for the 2x2 table that counts the cases below and above a } in the two samples.
As n x and n 2 grow large, the null hypothesis correlation between 7} and T k is given by (21) with bj = F{a } ) and b k = F(a k ), F being the common distribution function. This means that the one-sample results in Fig. 3 apply equally to the two-sample problem, at least asymptotically.
Miller & Siegmund are interested in the continuous situation where
rather than in the case where the supremum is taken over a finite set a lf a 2 ,..., a } . For e = 01 they use Brownian motion approximations to calculate prC?^ > 2-33) = 0-08. We can compare this with our simulation result that prCT^ > 2-33) = O057 for the sequence a u a 2 ,..., 09, corresponding to b t = 0-1, b 2 = 02,..., b 9 = 09. We might try to obtain Miller & Siegmund's result by letting the set of threshold values a u a 2 ,..., aj grow dense. For example we could select {aj} such that the sequence {bj} = {F(aj)} ranged from 01 to 09 in steps of size A, and then let A -»0. However if we do so, the individual arc lengths Lj = arccos(pj) turn out to equal approximately [A/{fej(l -b/)]*, using (21). This makes the length L = EL^-^oo as A-+0. Eventually the Length bound (5) and our other formulae will give upper bounds that are much too big, though the effect has not yet set in in the situation of Fig. 3 .
The one-sample and two-sample problems are qualitatively different from Hotelling's original setting for the length theorem. Hotelling considered continuous one-parameter families 9~ = {T, = y' t Z, te (a, b) }, where the vectors y t traced out a smooth curve on a unit sphere having the same dimension as the multivariate normal vector Z. However if we try to embed vectors y, having inner products (21) along a spherical curve, the dimension grows infinite and the curve grows to infinite length as the testing sequence 9~ grows dense. The methods of this paper are meant to apply to finite sequences 9~, not to their continuous limits, but it is reassuring to see good results in Fig. 3 for a situation where the testing sequence is rather dense by the standards of practical usage.
Example 3: Permutation tests. In some applied problems the test sequence 9~ can grow dense without the length L becoming infinite. Table 3 relates to an example involving a sequence of permutation tests. Twenty pills have each had their inner diameters, minus coatings, measured by two different methods, called 'cut' and 'direct'. We wish to test the null hypothesis H o that the difference in diameter measurements, x = direct -cut, is symmetrically distributed around zero.
We can express x i = s i y i , where Sj = sign(x,) and y( = |x,|. Under H o , the s ( equal ±1 with probability \, and are independent of the y t . Let y, be the vector with components i, t), and y, = y,l\\y,\\. Then the test statistic (Efron, 1969) .
Let 9~j be the sequence of permutation tests that increases t in (22) from min(y) to max(_y) in J -1 equal steps. Table 4 shows that the length (3) of 9~} quickly approaches the asymptotic limit 0887 as J-*oo. The length pathology of the one and two-sample problems does not happen in this case. The maximum value of the permutation statistics (22) occurs at t = 0-0434, and equals 1-99. Using the limiting value L = 0-887 gives Length bound 0-043 for the achieved significance level, (5). For &~n, having L = 0-815, the Length bound and the Two-point bound both equal 0-0412, for c = 1-99, while the Three-point bound equals 0-0404.
Going to the Three-point bound gives very little improvement in this problem. The distance diagram in Fig. 4(b) suggests the reason. Let L Jk = arccos {cor(TJ, T k )}. The nodes along the horizontal axis are distance Lj-ltj apart. The curve originating at the yth node plots Lfr. If we were in the 'one-dimensional' case of Fig. 2 , where the two-point formula is exactly right, all of the distance curves would be ±45° straight lines. Figure 4 shows that this is more nearly true for the permutation test family ^ than for the family J = 9, pertaining to the one-sample problem. In both problems L^ increases with \k-j\, but the curves on the left bend over more quickly, indicating that &" is more highly curved in the one-sample case.
Example 4: Survival curves. Figure 5 shows Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the two arms of a randomised study comparing radiation alone, A, versus radiation plus chemotherapy, B, for the treatment of head and neck cancer. The data for the 51 A patients and the 45 B patients appear in Efron (1988) . (20) and (21), J = 9, and (b) for permutation tests family 3~9\ the curves would be straight lines in the one-dimensional case of Fig. 2 . The fcth curve is LJJ = arccos{cor(T), 7i)}; nodes on horizontal axis are Lj-itj apart 2 and 2-5 years of survival, these being ±one standard error as given by Greenwood's formula.
A standard way to compare treatments is by their survival probabilities at some medically interesting time t after diagnosis. A convenient test statistic for this purpose is S(t) = log {(j B {t)/(j A (t)}, where (j A (t) and 6 B (t) are the two Kaplan-Meier estimates. Letting n M and n Bi be the numbers of patients at risk in each group just before the ith uncensored event, define N, Then the same reasoning that gives Greenwood's formula (Miller 1981, p. 45) shows that under the null hypothesis of identical treatment efficacy
t,<t \ iU J for t l <t 2 . The sums in (24) are over the uncensored event times t { preceding t, t x and t 2 respectively. The statistic S(t) was computed at five different times, tj = 0-5, 1, 1-5, 2 and 2-5 years, the most significant of these five occurring at t = 2 years, with
The intertest correlations shown in Table 5 have length L = 1-622 from (3). We have the following bounds on the achieved significance levels:
Bonferroni bound, 0154; Length bound, O076; Two-point bound, 0074; Three-point bound, 0-069.
By comparison the Mantel-Haenszel log-rank test gives one-sided significance level 0010. This is a reminder of the warning given in Miller & Siegmund (1982) that using as the test statistic may be an inefficient way of combining experimental information. 
exactly as in (16), and similarly for the Three-point bound (19). The terms in (26) can be (17) and (18) (27) where A(J, a) is a constant chosen to make the overall probability of rejection equal a. For example A{5,005) = 4149, from their Table 1 .
Working with one-sided rather than two-sided tests, and using normal approximations, puts us in the situation of this section. The test statistics 7} are approximatley N(0,1) under the null hypothesis H o that the two treatments are identical, and have null hypothesis correlations cor(7}, 7i)=(j/fc)* for j^k. The one-sided test corresponding to 9~} rejects at the jth stage if 7} > c, = {(J/j)A(J, a)}*, and has overall probability of rejection approximately a/2 under H o . Table 6 shows the application of the two-point bound (26) to the case J = 5, a = 0-05, where Cj = (5 x 4-149/;)*. The Two-point upper bound 00256 is close to the nominal onesided rejection probability 0025. We see that there is almost no probability of rejecting before the third stage. The computation going into the Two-point bound is very slight, and makes it easy to experiment with other sequential procedures, for example reducing c t and c 2 in order to increase the early-stage power. Pocock (1977) considered another type of grouped sequential test in which the cut-offs Cj are constant, as in our previous sections. Independent normal observations are available in groups of size K for each of two treatments:
x iJk ~N(n t ,l) (i=l,2;j=l,2,...,J;k = l,2,...,K) .
In order to test the null hypothesis H 0 :/i 1 = /i 2 , we sequentially compute the average treatment difference in the first j groups, and stop and reject H 0 if Tj > c(J, a) 2 . The constant c(J, a) is chosen to give probability a of rejection under H o .
The one-sided version of Pocock's test sequence is of the form considered in § § 1-3. The correlation structure is (j/k)* as above. Table 7 shows that the Two-point bound (16) gives reasonable approximations for the actual rejection probabilities, while the Threepoint bound(19) is excellent. Pocock (1979) and Table 1 of Fairbanks & Madsen (1982) . 
